PORTÉGÉ Z30 - The ultimate high flying performance for high flyers.

Engineered for high flyers, this thin, light and sophisticated 13.3” High Definition touchscreen Ultrabook™ (selected models) is stunningly fast, keeping you seriously productive on the go.

**BUSINESS CLASS HIGHLIGHTS**

- Latest 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i5/i7 Dual Core processors (Haswell) deliver blazing-fast maximised performance, a stunning 200% improvement in graphics, built-in security, and all-day computing with amazing battery life.

- Add to this integrated graphics, a range of ultra-fast and responsive SSD options (128/256/512GB) and memory up to 16GB DDR3 (expandable), the Z30 is the ultimate high flying performance Ultrabook™ for serious high flyers!

- The 4-cell high capacity Li-ion battery yields up to eight hours use. Intel® Rapid Start™ Technology provides high speed starts, fast power-down and quick resume to extend battery life.

- Fully optimised for effortless fleet deployment, including common BIOS, Firmware and Imagery, the Z30 also has a suite of no-compromise EasyGuard® security, connectivity and manageability features.
PORTÉGÉ Z30

WHY TOSHIBA?

History: Toshiba developed the world’s first industry standard notebook computer in 1985 and has led the way ever since.

Innovation: Toshiba pioneered many technologies that are now industry standards, including smaller hard disk drives, crisper screens and more efficient batteries.

Reliability: Reliability is the most important feature a notebook can have, so Toshiba builds it in to every model.

Specialisation: Toshiba is the only notebook manufacturer to focus on mobile computing, driving a process of continuous development and innovation.

Capability: Toshiba’s 130+ years of history and expertise in power generation systems, advanced medical scanners, robots, silicon chips and HD TVs help drive the development of better technologies.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT NETWORK

To minimise downtime, we’ve set up a local service and support network that covers both Australia and New Zealand.

• Courier pick up and return within Australia and New Zealand for the duration of the 3 year warranty*.
• Limited International Parts and Labour warranty to support you worldwide*.

GREEN TOSHIBA

Toshiba Notebooks currently meet and exceed industry environmental standards, including ROHS (restriction on hazardous substances) and WEEE (waste from electrical and electronic equipment). Toshiba has more notebooks that qualify for the EPEAT™ Gold rating than any other manufacturer. As leaders in energy saving design Toshiba produces notebooks that feature the unique Toshiba Eco Utility™ and are Energy Star® qualified.

For more information: www.mytoshiba.com.au/environment